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I

n this Think Safety, we will
focus on the impending
CSA 2010 regulation, expected to begin late this year.
The new regulation places
increased onus on drivers and
companies for safe operation
on public highways.
It is designed to provide a
more targeted enforcement
campaign that focuses resources on offending parties
rather than using a broad
enforcement net. On-road
performance and compliance
history will be tracked including information from roadside
inspection reports, crash history, and on-site audits.
The Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Administration (FMCSA) will be looking at seven
narrow Behavioral Analysis

Safety Improvement Categories (BASICs) to calculate a
carrier’s score.
The seven categories are:
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•

Unsafe driving (violations of traffic laws)
• Fatigued driving
• Driver Fitness
• Controlled substance
and alcohol
• Vehicle maintenance
• Cargo
• Crash history.
If any of the BASIC scores
exceed the established threshold, the carrier and/or driver
will be subject to interventions.
The initial BASIC score will be
retroactive 24 months from
the time of implementation

for carriers and 36 months for
drivers; therefore it is imperative that drivers and companies
understand these regulations
prior to their execution.
The BASIC score will be
linked to both the company
and the driver. Driver information will become part of
the FMCSA’s Driver PreEmployment Screening Program (PSP). This program
will provide pre-employment
information for potential emContinued to Next Page

Articles in this publication are for information only. Nothing
in this publication is to be construed as setting standards or
requirements. Please consult with appropriate regulatory
and rulemaking bodies for all legal requirements.
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ployers.
A carrier’s standing is determined by its comparison to
other members of its “Peer
Group.” This group is composed of carriers with a like
number of CMVs. the carrier is
ranked by percentile within its
own peer group. This ranking
is that carrier’s BASIC score
which is positioned against a
predetermined threshold. If
the score is higher than the
threshold, an intervention is
triggered.
Simply adding his or her
violation values and finding
the percentile ranking from
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0 to 100 determine a driver’s
BASIC score.
The scores will be used
to determine a ranking that
could subject companies and
drivers to the interventions
that might include: a warning letter, additional roadside
enforcement, focused off-site
investigation, focused on-site
investigation, a comprehensive
review (the equivalent of the
present Compliance Review), a
cooperative safety plan, a Notice of Violation, a Notice of
Claim, and eventually the big
whammy, an order to suspend
operations. This last intervention can only be enacted after
CSA 2010 is imposed. The

interventions will be enacted
when the rankings exceed a
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predetermined threshold for
the particular category.

Bobtail Rodeo Stresses New Reg
Due to the looming CSA 2010 regulation,
this year’s WVPGA bobtail rodeo will be one
of the most pertinent ever.
Elements of CSA 2010 will be emphasized
at the event. It will be held 9 am - 5 pm,
Thursday, June 17 at the Inn at Charles
Town, Charles Town, WV.
The session will include an educational
session for drivers in the morning, lunch,
the Bobtail Rodeo itself, and door prizes.
Please contact the association for more
information.

Unsafe Driving BASIC:

T

his BASIC uses moving violations noted on
roadside inspection reports
to calculate driver and carrier
performance. These violations
become part of the driver
and carrier’s Unsafe Driving
BASIC in the CSA 2010 data
system.
A list of the offenses considered by the regulation
could include: reckless driv-

ing, speeding, following too
close, improper passing or
turning, failure to obey a traffic
control device, failure to yield
right-of-way, failing to stop
at a railroad crossing when
required, failing to use caution
for a hazardous condition, or
failing to use a seat belt while
operating a commercial motor
vehicle (CMV).

Each violation is weighted
based on its deemed likelihood
to cause a crash. For instance,
reckless driving has the maximum value of 10 while failure
to wear a seatbelt, important
but unlikely to cause an accident, has the minimum value
of one.
Likewise, the violations are
rated according to time occur-

rence with a more recent offense carrying a greater weight.
They remain in the system for
a period of 24 months for carriers and 36 months for drivers
but reduce in value over time.
An incident has a weight of
three for up to six months,
then two up to 12 months and
only one for anything more
than a year old.

conditions would be placed
in the driver and carrier’s
Fatigued Driving Basic in the
CSA 2010 data system.
As is the case with the Unsafe Driving Basic, violations
are scored based on the severity (likely crash causation)
and time of occurrence. For
example, driving while ill or
fatigued has a severity weight
of 10. If the violation leads
to an out-of-service, its value
is doubled. An incident that
occurred within the last six
months scores a three, six

months to one year scores a
two, and anything over a year
is scored a one. All violations
remain on the carrier’s record
for 24 months and the driver’s
record for 36 months.
To determine the “value” of
a violation, the total severity
weighting for the violation (the
predetermined severity weight
of the violation plus two if
the driver was placed out of
service) is multiplied by the
time weighting to determine

Fatigued Driving BASIC:

T

his BASIC tracks driver
violations that could
hinder the safe driving of

the vehicle such
as: being ill or fatigued, operating
over hours, general
form and manner
violations, no log
when required, a
noncurrent log,
and driving after
being placed outof-service for an
hours-of-service
violation. These
conditions could be observed
during a roadside inspection.
A violation of any of these

Continued to Next Page
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Fatigued Driving BASIC:
Continued From Page 2

the value of the violation.
Once a carrier has more
than three driver inspections,
its BASIC Measure is determined using the value of the
total violations divided by
the time-weighted measure

discussed in the previous
paragraph.
Carriers are placed in peer
groups composed of other
carriers with like number of
inspections. They are then
ranked based on the their BASIC Measure with the lowest
being at zero and the highest

at 100.
If a carrier’s BASIC Score
is above a predetermined
threshold, an intervention will
be triggered.
Individual drivers will undergo a similar process. There
are two main differences: first,

the driver scores will be confidential; second, driver scores
will not automatically generate an intervention, instead
the intervention could come
about from the finding of a
high score during an enforcement audit.

driver training,

tions is totaled, and
then the total is divided
by the “time weighted
relevant inspections.”
The “time weighted
relevant inspections”
are the driver inspections the carrier has undergone
(good and bad)
that have been
time weighted.
Carrier drivers are then
compared to
others in their
peer group
and ranked to
deter mine a
BASIC score.
Driver interventions will
come about through
the discovery during other
enforcement activities and not
an automatic generation due to
a poor score.

Driver Fitness BASIC:

T

he title of this BASIC itself is perhaps
misleading. It really does not
impose any new physical fitness standards. If a driver
could pass the physical before,
he or she will still pass the
physical. Instead this BASIC
is concerned with a driver’s
qualification.
Violations related to driver
training, licensing, and qualifications noted on roadside
inspection reports will be used
to calculate the driver and carrier score to be entered into
the data system.
Some examples of these
violations include: operating
a CMV without the proper
training, operating without the
correct licensing and endorsements, driving while holding
multiple licenses, driving on an
invalid license due to disqualification, suspension, or after
it is revoked, or driving while

medically disqualified.
Violations are weighted
according to their potential crash causation.
If the violation leads to
a driver being placed outof-service, the value of
the violation is increased
by two.
Failure to report convicconvictions to the state and/or
employers is a highly severe
violation along with those
listed earlier.
The offenses are also time
weighted in the same fashion
as the other BASICs. They
reduce in value until they are
expunged from the data syssystem after 36 months.
The total value of the violaviolation is determined by multiplymultiplying the severity weight of the
violation by the time weight.
If a carrier has more than
five driver inspections or one
that notes a violation of the

licensing, or qualifications regulations, the value for all viola-

Controlled Substances And Alcohol BASIC:

U

nlike the Driver Fitness BASIC, the focus
of this BASIC is actually in
its title. It tracks compliance
with controlled substances and
alcohol regulations.
Driving under the influence
of drugs or alcohol, posses-

sion of drugs or alcohol in
a CMV, or consumption of
alcohol within four hours of
coming on duty are all examples of violations that would
be recorded in the CSA 2010
data system.
These offenses are valued

based upon their relationship
to crash causation. Operating
a CMV vehicle after being
placed out-of-service for an
alcohol or drug violation (10),
operating a CMV while under the influence of alcohol,
and consumption of alcohol

within four hours of coming
on duty (5) are high severity
infractions. There are no violations in this category with a
severity rating of one.
The violations are time
Continued to Next Page
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Controlled Substances And Alcohol BASIC:
Continued From Page 3

weighted the same as the other
categories, and the total value
of a violation is determined by
multiplying the severity weight
by the time weight.
Their percentile within their
peer group ranks carriers.
Drivers are measured differently. All violation values
in the Driver Controlled Sub-

stance and Alcohol BASIC are
totaled to create the BASIC
Measures for drivers. There
are no peer groups for the
drivers. A driver with a violation is ranked against all other
drivers with a violation in this
BASIC.
An intervention for a driver
is triggered during other enforcement procedures such
as an audit.

Vehicle Maintenance BASIC:

P

roperly maintaining a
vehicle is an important
part in its safe operation on
the road. This BASIC focuses
on the failure to properly
maintain the vehicle’s brakes,
lights, and other important

mechanical components.
Of course mechanical devices fail, but the required
repairs must be made. Relevant
violations recorded during
roadside inspections will be
used to calculate a score in

this category. The score will be
used to generate a percentile
rank against the carrier’s peers.
A severity weight from one
to 10 is placed on the violations relative to its level of

risk to cause a crash with one
being less severe and 10 being
more severe.
As is the case with other
categories, violations are timeweighted.

used to calculate the ranking
for drivers and their carriers.
In the Crash BASIC, the
more severe the crash, the
more weight it carries. Those
involving injuries, fatalities,
or those involving the release
of hazardous materials are
weighted heavier than those

that just require the towing of
the vehicle.
A driver having a history of
high crash involvement, especially severe accidents, would
draw more scrutiny.

Crash data from law enforcement and the carrier as
well as that discovered during
on-site investigations will be
used to compile this BASIC.

Cargo and Crash BASICs:

T

he Cargo BASIC includes failure to prevent
the shifting of a load, spilling,
dropped cargo, or unsafe handling of hazardous materials.
The relevant violations of
this BASIC discovered during
roadside inspections in relation to time weighting will be
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Training Quiz
Name__________________________________ Social Security Number_________________________
1. Which of the following is a BASIC category under CSA 2010?
A. Unsafe driving
B. Fatigued driving
C. Driver fitness

D. A,B, and C

2. The Unsafe Driving BASIC uses moving violations noted on roadside inspection reports to calculate driver and
carrier performance.
A. True
B. False
3. The following violation is considered in determining a driver’s score under the Unsafe Driving BASIC:
A. Speeding
B. Reckless driving
C. Following too close
D. A,B and C
4. The BASICs weight violations based on their likelihood not to cause a crash.
A. True
B. False
5. BASIC violations are weighted based on how recently they occurred.
A. True
B. False
6. Reckless driving has a severity weight of ___ in the Unsafe Driving BASIC.
A. 5
B. 7
C. Infinity

D. 10

7. A BASIC violation remains on a driver’s record for ___________.
A. 24 months
B. 36 months
C. 36 years

D. Life

8. The Fatigued Driving BASIC tracks such violations as:
A. Driving while ill
B. Driving over hours C. Driving while fatigued

D. A, B, and C

9. Driving while ill or fatigued has a severity weight of __.
A. 7
B. 3
C. 10

D. 5

10. If a Fatigued Driving BASIC violation leads to an out-of-service, its value is _______.
A. Doubled
B. Tripled
C. Halved
D. Quadrupled
11. The Driver Fitness BASIC imposes new physical fitness standards.
A. True
B. False
12. Violations related to driver training, licensing, and qualifications noted on roadside inspection reports will be
used to calculate the driver and carrier score to be entered into the data system for the Driver Fitness BASIC.
A. True
B. False
13. Failure to report convictions under the Driver Fitness BASIC to the state and/or employers is a highly severe
violation.
A. True
B. False
14. There are no violations in the Controlled Substance and Alcohol category with a severity rating of one.
A. True
B. False
15. The Cargo BASIC includes failure to prevent the shifting of a load, spilling, dropped cargo, or unsafe handling
of hazardous materials.
A. True
B. False
16. In the Crash BASIC, the more severe the crash, the more weight it carries.
A. True
B. False
17. Crashes involving injuries, fatalities, or those involving the release of hazardous materials are weighted
heavier than those that just require the towing of the vehicle.
A. True
B. False

Training Quiz Answers
Name__________________________________ Social Security Number_________________________
1. Which of the following is a BASIC category under CSA 2010?
A. Unsafe driving
B. Fatigued driving
C. Driver fitness

D. A,B, and C

2. The Unsafe Driving BASIC uses moving violations noted on roadside inspection reports to calculate driver and carrier
performance.
A. True
B. False
3. The following violation is considered in determining a driver’s score under the Unsafe Driving BASIC:
A. Speeding
B. Reckless driving
C. Following too close
D. A,B and C
4. The BASICs weight violations based on their likelihood not to cause a crash.
A. True
B. False
5. BASIC violations are weighted based on how recently they occurred.
A. True
B. False
6. Reckless driving has a severity weight of ___ in the Unsafe Driving BASIC.
A. 5
B. 7
C. Infinity

D. 10

7. A BASIC violation remains on a driver’s record for ___________.
A. 24 months
B. 36 months
C. 36 years

D. Life

8. The Fatigued Driving BASIC tracks such violations as:
A. Driving while ill
B. Driving over hours C. Driving while fatigued

D. A, B, and C

9. Driving while ill or fatigued has a severity weight of __.
A. 7
B. 3
C. 10

D. 5

10. If a Fatigued Driving BASIC violation leads to an out-of-service, its value is _______.
A. Doubled
B. Tripled
C. Halved
D. Quadrupled
11. The Driver Fitness BASIC imposes new physical fitness standards.
A. True
B. False
12. Violations related to driver training, licensing, and qualifications noted on roadside inspection reports will be used to
calculate the driver and carrier score to be entered into the data system for the Driver Fitness BASIC.
A. True
B. False
13. Failure to report convictions under the Driver Fitness BASIC to the state and/or employers is a highly severe violation.
A. True
B. False
14. There are no violations in the Controlled Substance and Alcohol category with a severity rating of one.
A. True
B. False
15. The Cargo BASIC includes failure to prevent the shifting of a load, spilling, dropped cargo, or unsafe handling
of hazardous materials.
A. True
B. False
16. In the Crash BASIC, the more severe the crash, the more weight it carries.
A. True
B. False
17. Crashes involving injuries, fatalities, or those involving the release of hazardous materials are weighted heavier than
those that just require the towing of the vehicle.
A. True
B. False

